
Our whole team is here to help you.

Log in to your account and connect with your payment expert to learn more.  

Other Levelset customers are
sending visibility docs on every job.  

Danetta cut late payments in half.

As soon as she began sending preliminary notices up front on every job, Danetta started getting 
paid “so fast it would make your head spin.”                       

Danetta is the Controller at Intl. Marble Industries.

Katy saved 3 hours per job tracking deadlines.

It used to take Katy a full day to track notice requirements & deadlines in spreadsheets. With 
Levelset, it only takes 15 min so she can easily send notices on every single job. 

Katy is the Accounting Manager at Central Texas Lath & Plaster.

Dennis secured over $3.7 million in 6 months.

Before Levelset, Dennis could only send notice sometimes because he lacked key job details. 
Scout Research fills in the gaps so he can notice every job - more than 700 per year. 

Dennis is the Administrative Manager at California Access Scaffold.
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You can send unlimited visibility docs with Levelset. 

So why not send them on every job?
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Notices are designed to benefit the people you send 
them to, like your customer and others on the job.

Levelset also offers extra-friendly options like 
custom cover letters to help your customers 
understand how notices help them.

Sending notice at the start of a job opens up 
communication and sets expectations.

Even when you aren’t worried about payment, 
sending visibility docs like preliminary notices is 
good for everyone.

Don’t think notices are helpful 
when things are going well?  

They are.

Worried sending notices will 
damage relationships? 

It won’t.

See and Be Seen

Sending visibility docs at the 
start of a job is how you make 

sure all the key players are in the 
loop to make sure payments flow 

smoothly.

Easy Paperwork 

Payments are closely tied to   
paperwork such as pay apps and 
waivers. Levelset makes it easy 

for you to exchange essential 
docs.

Talk It Out

Quickly resolve issues through 
direct chat conversations so you 
can avoid payment disputes and 

maintain good relationships with 
everyone.

Set yourself up for success on every job.

Sending notice on every job 
made a world of difference. 

Danetta Hanyes | Controller

Intl. Marble Industries
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of people who get our 
notices find them helpful93% 98%

of the time, sending 
notice means no liens 

866-720-5436Log in on Levelset.com Payment help is here.

https://www.levelset.com

